2015 Film List

LOST AND SOUND (SEPTEMBER 25)

2012, 75 minutes, Documentary, Lindsey Dryden, UK, English
Made by a partially deaf filmmaker after the future of her own hearing was called into doubt, this
moving and intimate documentary follows music critic Nick Coleman, dancer Emily Thornton and
pianist Holly Loach over 2 years, as they journey deep into
sound and silence. It combines intimate filming with
original animation, a rich musical soundtrack (often
manipulated to reveal what deafness actually sounds like),
and new insights from the world's top neuroscientists
(including New York Times bestseller Dr David Eagleman),
to tell the story of the great human love affair with music.
Trailer: http://vimeo.com/38136738

GETTING UP

(SEPTEMBER 26)
2012, 73 minutes, Documentary, Casky Ebeling, USA, English
Renowned graffiti artist TemptOne loses his creative voice, after being
paralyzed by Lou Gehrig's disease. Through technology and the help of his
crew, he is able to create art, write again - and regain his street cred.
Trailer: http://bit.ly/1RPqKNE
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HERE ONE DAY (SEPTEMBER 27)

2012, 76 minutes, Documentary, Kathy Leichter, US, English
When filmmaker Kathy Leichter moved back into her childhood
home after her mother's suicide, she discovered a hidden box of
audiotapes. Sixteen years passed before she had the courage to
delve into this trove, unearthing details that her mother had
recorded about every aspect of her life from the challenges of her
marriage to a State Senator, to her son’s estrangement, to her
struggles with bi-polar disorder. Here One Day is a visually
arresting, emotionally candid film about a woman coping with
mental illness, her relationships with her family, and the ripple effects of her suicide on those she
loved. Trailer: www.hereoneday.com/#!watch-the-trailer/cm7r

¡HENRY O! (SEPTEMBER 28)

2009, 76 minutes, Documentary, Ziad H. Hamzeh, USA, English with Spanish
HENRY O! tells the story of Enrique (Henry) Oliu, a man blind since birth, who
has made his major league baseball dream come true. Calling upon his love for
sports and an encyclopedic memory for facts and figures, Henry hears the crack
of the bat and knows if it's a single, double, or home run; he listens for the ball
singing into the catcher's mitt and knows if it's a curve ball, fastball, or changeup.
Henry is the analyst for the strongest Hispanic station in Florida's Tampa Bay
Market. At his side in the broadcast booth is his wife Deb, whispering in his ear
up-to-the-minute stats.
Trailer: http://bit.ly/1FybOM5

A WHOLE LOTT MORE (SEPTEMBER 29)

2013, 83 minutes, Documentary, Victor Buhler, USA, English
Around eight million people in America have a developmental
disability. Those who work often find jobs in ‘workplaces’ coalitions of businesses and social service agencies that
traditionally provide manufacturing jobs. In Toledo, Ohio, there is
Lott Industries. For decades Lott Industries competed
successfully for auto industry contracts, employing 1200 workers
with disabilities. With the collapse of the local auto industry in
neighboring Detroit, Lott has struggled to keep its doors open. A Whole Lott More looks at the
impact of Lott’s struggles and examines the wider world of employment options for people with
disabilities. The documentary focuses on three unforgettable individuals – each with a different
attitude towards work and each with a different disability. The film showcases their incredible
resilience and makes the case for greater employment opportunities for all.
Trailer: http://vimeo.com/61443036
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Screened throughout Cultural Access Institute(SEPTEMBER 28)

AMONG THE GIANTS

2009, 23 minutes, Documentary
The Adaptive Design Association, a nonprofit organization located in New
York City, builds customized equipment for kids and adults with
disabilities, mainly using cardboard. The film portrays the organization's
mission through the compelling stories of two fascinating individuals,
causing viewers to question what it means to solve problems, be creative,
and impact the community.
Trailer: http://bit.ly/1GoFn8L

A LIFE WITH ASPERGER’S

2014, 5 minutes, Animated Documentary, Jaime Ekkens, US, English
“A Life with Asperger’s” is an animated documentary that
explores the challenges of growing up and living with Asperger’s
Syndrome. It is a voice over narrative that demonstrates that
Asperger’s is not simply “being a little awkward”, rather it is
about adapting to one’s limitations in the face of anxiety and
isolation. The technique is a collage of photography, rotoscope,
animated characters and live action footage.

THE COMMUTE

2013, 4 minutes, Documentary/Narrative, Jake Alexander-McAfee, USA
A wheelchair user tries to get home using public transportation – and
finds himself on an arduous journey.

THE CONFERENCE

2011, 18 minutes, Narrative, Justin Edgar, UK, English
Wheelchair users and able-bodied partners capture the dance floor.

